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Abstract—In this poster, we discuss the main challenges that
need to be addressed to make immersive virtual reality (VR) assessment and training tools valid and usable for neuropsychological applications and clinical uses. We especially argue the importance of enabling natural, easy to use and precise interaction in
order to tap into the full potential of VR advantages. We then address some of the main identified challenges and propose solutions
and approaches for contact-free, hand-object manipulations for assessment and training VR applications. Our experiences are based
on our research and development within the VReha project.

physics, that mostly fail to meet the requirements in professional
applications.
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In the joint research project, VReha [5], we have developed
various adaptations and extensions to overcome the shortcomings of the current standard LM implementations. Users should
be able to grab, carry and release virtual objects of different
sizes effectively and precisely, even if the objects are close to
each other. Participants should also be able to perform the task
(Fig. 1) quickly and effectively (i.e. handling errors, such as accidentally dropping objects, should not result in other previously
positioned objects being moved or in time-consuming pickingup of objects from the ground). All these demands affect various
hand interaction components, ranging from interaction design to
gesture recognition algorithms. The challenges and solutions are
listed below:

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing relevance of immersive virtual reality (VR)
in neuropsychological clinical settings (e.g. for assessment and
training), leads to the growing demand regarding natural interaction with the user’s hands. Because current VR headsets allow
realistic, high quality presentations of VR environments, users
also expect object interactions in VR to be natural and realistic [1]. Furthermore, training and diagnostic tasks simulated in
VR usually require a realistic representation of the real-world
mechanics, providing high ecological validity and transferability of the results to the real world.
In our opinion, the use of game controllers is only an intermediate step on the way to natural, immersive and non-intrusive
interactions. The aim is a contact-free detection of hand movements and gestural commands [2], without worn devices. This
would enable precise, real-time representation of the users’
hands and an easy to use interaction without additional cognitive
load wasted on the recall of the controller’s configurations.
II. CURRENT SITUATION
Commonly used devices for contact-free interaction in VR
environments are currently the Microsoft Kinect® and the Leap
Motion® (LM). The Kinect usually operates in an outside-in
mode and is suitable for larger distances. The LM, which is
typically mounted on head mounted devices, provides an insideout mode for short distances and is currently the state-of-the-art
solution for touch-less VR interaction [3]. However, there are
still some issues concerning the use of the LM in professional
settings, because it is designed for playful interactions [4]. In
such game-based scenarios, a highly accurate, controllable and
repeatable object interaction is not necessary and tracking errors
are less important. Judging from our experience the LM
programming interface has predefined interaction logics and

In the field of neuropsychological VR applications, errors
caused by interaction technology frustrate and reduce user’s acceptance of the overall system. In addition, interaction errors
falsify the measurements in VR (e.g. processing times); and
thus, falsify participant’s performance outcomes.
III. OUR APPROACHES

Fig. 1. Immersive visual memorization task in VR (left: first person view)

A.VR objects design and physics
Some common issues with the physics of VR objects occur,
especially when releasing grabbed objects. In contrast to everyday real experiences, it is challenging in VR applications to release objects in a controlled way due to the lack of haptic feedback [6]. Furthermore state-of-the-art implementations of contact-free release commands, such as provided by LM, cause errors if the hand is not opened with all fingers fully extended at
the same time. Belatedly extended fingers can accidentally give
objects a little jolt during the release procedure leading to unintended object movement after the supposed release. This effect
is unnatural, irritating and in neuropsychological applications,
can lead to erroneous results. This is particularly relevant for
spatial memory tasks, where participants are asked to place objects to memorized location.
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Another issue arises with the object grabbing due to the
computational cost of recognizing when a virtual hand is touching a virtual object [7]. An optimised bounding box around the
object is needed to allow performant and precise object-hand interaction. A balance between size and level of detail of this
bounding box is important. A large box simplifies the grab detection, but also increases the aforementioned release problem.
Therefore, we optimised object bounding boxes for grabbing
and object physics to stop any momentum after object release
and ensuing unintended object movements.
B. Design of interaction logics and feedbacks
To improve the interaction logics and feedbacks of the common LM implementations, we:
•

introduced a smart object colouring to indicate when an
object is in the grabbing distance;

•

set the hand representation to be semi-transparent, when
grabbing or holding an object, thus the user is able to see
even small grabbed objects. Although this implementation contradicts the everyday experience, it is expected
to be intuitive and to lead to an easier execution;

•

solved the error-prone grabbing of small objects by joining the object to the user’s hand as soon as the hand is
in grabbing distance and a grabbing intent is detected;

•

introduced audio feedback when grabbing an object and
when an object touches the table surface.

C. Error handling
In order to avoid time-consuming and unnecessary picking
up of objects from the ground, if an object accidentally falls off
from the table, the object jumps back to the table where it can
be grabbed again easily. If an object falls on another object on
the table surface, the already positioned object is not affected,
thus its location does not have to be corrected again.
Another issue arises when the LM hand tracking fails and
the virtual hand representation with the grabbed object is lost.
Here, various solutions are possible: hand and object could disappear together and, as soon as the tracking works again, be
faded in together again. Another solution approach is to use an
additional sensor and take over the lost hand tracking and provide an uninterrupted interaction, as described in subsection D.
D. Hand tracking using artificial intelligence (AI)
Because LM has a limited working distance and field of
view, it might lead to some tacking errors or incorrect hand representation when the hand leaves the field of view or extends
away from the headset. Therefore, a visual tracking approach
from the third-person outside-in perspective can also be employed. Specifically, the Kinect® sensor can be used for the
hand tracking and interaction: both in tandem with LM to address its weaknesses, or just by itself.
However, Kinect does not have any built-in functionality for
interaction, or, in our case, for the precise detection of grabbing
and releasing gestures. That is why we also introduced a machine learning-based algorithm for video-analysis to accurately
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recognize various hand-postures associated with gripping and
releasing objects of different sizes and shapes [8]. Specifically,
we have developed a model that recognizes the static hand-gestures, as well as intermediary states between a release and a grab
gesture (in a [0; 1] range) for better and more precise control.
E. Self-representation by multimodal acquisition
LM implementations in VR applications allow users to see
a representation of his hands, but no other body parts. This leads
to irritations for inexperienced users, which are especially targeted in neuropsychological applications addressed here. To
solve this problem and to implement a more realistic VR experience, we seamlessly fuse body tracking provided by Kinect®
with LM hand tracking to generate a realistic, full body selfrepresentation. Raw data of both sensors is filtered to avoid unnatural body and hand poses.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For the realization of neuropsychological VR procedures for
assessment and training within the framework of the research
project VReha, we developed a contact-free hand-interaction
with self-representation for intuitive and user-friendly task
executions, in which the user can concentrate on the actual task
and is not distracted by irritating or unfamiliar experiences. To
that end, we combined the Kinect and LM sensors, adapted the
physics and interaction logics, introduced additional feedbacks
and used artificial intelligence techniques to detect grab and
release intentions. VR experiments using the abovementioned
procedures in an immersive virtual memory task and a
supermarket scenario are currently being developed.
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